HIP TO BE SQUARES
by Trip Payne

You want to fit in around here? There's no need for conflict. Everyone can share, right? Afterward, it should be clear how to get the final word. I mean, the final four words. Or maybe it's three, in this case. Whatever. Get what I mean? (Oh, and there are no enumerations, and no tags for multiple-word or hyphenated entries. We don't believe in that sort of thing here, man.)

ACROSS
1 Pester about wrestling match with European guy
7 Cut that man and woman down conclusively
10 School record lies about English lug
12 Lovey-dovey person's hipper without bit of lisp
13 That woman left leash for dog
14 Playwright ultimately considered leaving naked young actress
15 Each street is right on a map
16 On the way back, attack southeastern properties
18 Common Market's retaining ten bosses
21 Pull out $1000 held by tennis player Richards
22 Write about a male bird
23 Doctor keeps cool stuff with cutting tool
25 Snarling at extra percentage paid to the government
27 Where missing goalpost used to be
28 Place at intensely harsh end of Santo Domingo
29 Lush entered into psychiatric hospital
31 Severe criticisms about fifty engineers
32 Was sorry about getting elected official bankrupt
33 Lush entered into psychiatric hospital
34 Certain pencils and pen beginning to print oddities

DOWN
1 New previews of epic capturing foremost of dynasties -- it's a well-seasoned mix
2 He saves teens swimming where sailors go
3 Leaderless civil-rights group finally made suggestion
4 Hair dyes held back by actress Anne Hathaway
5 Here, etchers lost enthusiastic acclaim
6 Sci-fi movie lifted from works of fiction airs in winter
7 Perfect shot of oilstone containing oily compound
8 Joint Chiefs of Staff traditionally supporting western Rhode Island
9 Wrestled for tour, breaking oaths
11 Staff is able to cooperate in the end
17 Niece got this unfortunate dishonorable discharge
19 African native loathing uprising initiated by revolutionary
20 Appetizers with no topping start to taste "uninspired", for example
23 Couple of punks and foundling rebuffed draft
24 Escalating velocity, I cross ditch
25 Game bird the author of "Little Birds" recalled
26 Barely defeat Mr. Harris, for example, in an upset
29 Petty fool grabs obstetrician